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Lean HR Lean HR 

ManagementManagement

Carlo Carlo ScodanibbioScodanibbio presents:presents:

””the real and only secret for achieving the real and only secret for achieving 

Flow Operations isFlow Operations is PEOPLEPEOPLE””

a training event organised bya training event organised by

…….so, you would like your people to be:.so, you would like your people to be:

ResponsibleResponsible

EfficientEfficient

Serious and reliableSerious and reliable

Dedicated to their workDedicated to their work

Committed to improvementCommitted to improvement…………

CostCost--consciousconscious
AccountableAccountable

????????

????????????
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…….so, you would like your people to be:.so, you would like your people to be:

Efficient Efficient –– Responsible Responsible -- CostCost--

conscious conscious -- Dedicated to their work Dedicated to their work --

Serious and reliable Serious and reliable –– Accountable Accountable ––

Committed to improvementCommitted to improvement………… --

???? ???? -- ????? ????? -- ??????????????????????????

..in a nutshell: you would like your people to..in a nutshell: you would like your people to

performperform
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This is possible: it can be achievedThis is possible: it can be achieved……

…….it depends on you, .it depends on you, 

entrepreneurs and managersentrepreneurs and managers……....

..it..it’’s just your choice..s just your choice..

But:But: there are 3 necessary stepsthere are 3 necessary steps……

…….you would like your people to be: responsible .you would like your people to be: responsible –– accountable accountable ––

efficient efficient -- dedicated to their work dedicated to their work –– committed to improvementcommitted to improvement…………

THE 3 NECESSARY STEPSTHE 3 NECESSARY STEPS

1) Understand the environmental  1) Understand the environmental  

change and manage itchange and manage it

2) Be prepared to abandon the            2) Be prepared to abandon the            

““formulaformula””

3) Have a clear direction and tell 3) Have a clear direction and tell 

people about itpeople about it……..

4) 4) …….and something more.and something more……....
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STEP 1)STEP 1)

Understand the environmental Understand the environmental 

change and manage itchange and manage it

COMPLEXITYCOMPLEXITY
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STEP 2)STEP 2)

Be prepared to abandon the            Be prepared to abandon the            

““formulaformula””

the the ““formulaformula””::

the the ““CampariCampari”” syndromesyndrome
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the the ““formulaformula””
The “secrets” of success

The do’s and don’ts

The “taboo” and “holy cows”

The “how to do things”

The areas of “influence”

The “who and what is to be respected”

The “institutionalised” values and principles

The rules

The policies

The procedures

The “descriptions” (jobs, tasks…..)

…………..

homework?homework?

..oh, yes!!!..oh, yes!!!
spot the spot the ““formulaformula””
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STEP 3)STEP 3)

Have a clear direction in your Have a clear direction in your 

mindmind…….. .. (and tell people about it(and tell people about it…….).)

the visionthe vision
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PEOPLE PERFORMANCEPEOPLE PERFORMANCE

““TRADITIONALTRADITIONAL”” ENTERPRISESENTERPRISES

Preliminary analysis of main parameters 

associated with people performance: 

Quality - Productivity - Responsibility 

and Accountability - Creativity -

Challenge
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Why frustration and            Why frustration and            

dede--motivation can reach so motivation can reach so 

high levels in work forces?high levels in work forces?
frustr_demotiv

why people donwhy people don’’t t ““performperform””......

Effects of Labour DivisionEffects of Labour Division

lab_divis
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Why do all traditional HR management and Why do all traditional HR management and 

motivational techniques somehow fail?motivational techniques somehow fail?

Management by Objectives, Effective Leadership, Diversification,

Z Theory, Situational Leadership, Effective Communication, Zero-

based-Budgeting, Decentralisation, Team Building, Management 

by Exception, Dale Carnegie techniques, Interpersonal Skills, 

Quality Circles, Excellence, Restructuring, Portfolio Management, 

Interactive Management, Matrix Organisational Structure, Total 

Quality Management, ISO 9000..... and One-Minute Managing......

Why is communication so difficult in Why is communication so difficult in 

many many ““traditionaltraditional”” enterprises?enterprises?

Why isWhy is real, nonreal, non--spurious improvement so spurious improvement so 

difficult to achievedifficult to achieve in many enterprises?in many enterprises?

Why Why ““functioningfunctioning”” well is so awkward in well is so awkward in 

many many ““traditionaltraditional”” enterprises?enterprises?

..we have to look at organisational structures..we have to look at organisational structures……

Why do enterprises struggle both when they Why do enterprises struggle both when they 

expand and when they are compelled to expand and when they are compelled to 

shrink?shrink?
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……..that support an effective ..that support an effective 

Employee Involvement scheme Employee Involvement scheme 

and allow higher levels of and allow higher levels of 

PerformancePerformance

ORGANISATIONAL ORGANISATIONAL 

STRUCTURESSTRUCTURES

ORGANISATIONAL  STRATEGIES
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REAL ENTITIESREAL ENTITIES

effective Human Resourceseffective Human Resources

Management StrategiesManagement Strategies
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EFFECTIVE HR MANAGEMENT STRATEGIESEFFECTIVE HR MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

““...the worst thing that could possibly ...the worst thing that could possibly 

happen to an enterprise and its employees happen to an enterprise and its employees 

is the adoption of an ineffective H R  is the adoption of an ineffective H R  

Management strategy......Management strategy......””
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EXAMPLES OF EXAMPLES OF ““MISMIS--MATCHMATCH””

E2 M2

M1

E1

homework?homework?

..oh, yes!!!..oh, yes!!!
understand your organisational strategiesunderstand your organisational strategies
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People 20 years agoPeople 20 years ago

People todayPeople today

and
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employ a personemploy a person……..

EXERCISE????EXERCISE????

……oh, yes!!!!oh, yes!!!!

““magneticmagnetic”” organisational structureorganisational structure

(before (before ““midnightmidnight””))
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From the suggestion box From the suggestion box 

scheme to total participationscheme to total participation

…….so: what are the secret, missing ingredients that will give .so: what are the secret, missing ingredients that will give 

the correct shape to highthe correct shape to high--employeeemployee--involvement structures?involvement structures?

..that will contribute to generate people interest and ..that will contribute to generate people interest and 

participation, directed to produce genuine value?participation, directed to produce genuine value?

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENTEMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

4 Key Factors affecting the degree of involvement:

KNOWLEDGEKNOWLEDGE: that enables Employees to understand the 

Organisation and contribute to its performance

POWERPOWER: to make decisions that influence organisational 

strategies, policies, processes and practices

INFORMATION (FEEDINFORMATION (FEED--BACK)BACK): about Organisation's    

performance/Process/es’ performance

REWARDREWARD: based on Organisation's/Process’ performance 

and individuals' contributions

the more the 4 factors are shifted downward in the hierarchy the more the 4 factors are shifted downward in the hierarchy 

ladder, the more involvement may be generatedladder, the more involvement may be generated
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All Industrial Models have attempted to generate 

Employee Involvement.

4 different levels and 4 different approaches:

1. Parallel Suggestion Involvement1. Parallel Suggestion Involvement

2. Job Involvement2. Job Involvement

3. MBOII (Management by Objectives II)3. MBOII (Management by Objectives II)

4. High (Total) Involvement4. High (Total) Involvement

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENTEMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

TOTAL EMPLOYEE TOTAL EMPLOYEE 

INVOLVEMENTINVOLVEMENT
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4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT

• they knowknow about it and have the skillsskills and expertiseexpertise to 

contribute to it (KNOWLEDGE*KNOWLEDGE*)

• they are able to influenceinfluence it because they have the necessary 

spacespace and sufficient POWER*POWER* to do so

• they get FEEDFEED--BACK*BACK* on their own and the Organisation’s 

Performance and adequate REWARD*REWARD*

It structures an Organisation in such a way that people, 

even at the lowest levels, will have a sense of 

involvement, not just in how they do their jobs or how 

effectively their group performs, but also in the 

performance of the total Organisationperformance of the total Organisation, for which they 

carecare because:
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4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT

Employees need to have expertise at least in: creative creative 

problemproblem--solvingsolving – creative search for opportunitiescreative search for opportunities -

decision makingdecision making techniques - self and time self and time 

managementmanagement - process engineeringprocess engineering (basics) - specific 

tools and techniques – etc.

This simply means extensive, continuous training.   

They also need to be cross-trained, so that they 

understand the entire work process in theirs and 

surrounding work areas.

4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT

MOST IMPORTANT: 

they must be made 

knowledgeable about the 

Value Adding ManagementValue Adding Management

and LeanLean ThinkingThinking philosophies 

and their main principles!
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ProPro’’s & Advantagess & Advantages: extremely more consistent and 

effective than in previous approaches.

LimitationsLimitations: 

Getting relevant business information to all Employees, 

according to their involvement status, becomes a key 

challenge.

Structuring such an Organisation is clearly a hard and 

delicate task, especially in a western industrial 

environment.

4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT4. HIGH (TOTAL) INVOLVEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES HUMAN RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 

TACTICSTACTICS

FOR A HIGH FOR A HIGH 

INVOLVEMENT INVOLVEMENT 

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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encourage people to look creatively for ways encourage people to look creatively for ways 

to work "smarter", with a corresponding to work "smarter", with a corresponding 

reduction in stress and frustration, a higher reduction in stress and frustration, a higher 

level of accountability, increased flexibility level of accountability, increased flexibility 

and adaptability to (continuous) change, and adaptability to (continuous) change, 

higher productivity/performance, higher productivity/performance, 

and improved levels of customers' and and improved levels of customers' and 

employees' satisfactionemployees' satisfaction

HOW?HOW?

THE TARGET FOR H.R. MANAGEMENTTHE TARGET FOR H.R. MANAGEMENT

11--develop peopledevelop people

22--break the brickbreak the brick--wallwall

33--go LEAN!!go LEAN!!

Implementation Strategies for TEIImplementation Strategies for TEI

Getting Getting startedstarted……....

……and taking the and taking the ““LeanLean”” wayway
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The role of Lean Disciplines in The role of Lean Disciplines in 

developing Employee Involvementdeveloping Employee Involvement

The role of The role of 

Lean Lean 

Disciplines in Disciplines in 

developing developing 

Employee Employee 

InvolvementInvolvement
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how to insert people in how to insert people in 

valuevalue--generating processesgenerating processes

how to evolve from simple how to evolve from simple 

tasks to simple processestasks to simple processes

EXERCISE????EXERCISE????

……oh, yes!!!!oh, yes!!!!
a hiccup processa hiccup process……
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IMPROVING PERFORMANCE: IMPROVING PERFORMANCE: 

THE LEAN KAIZEN APPROACHTHE LEAN KAIZEN APPROACH

the bottomthe bottom--up  approach to Performance Improvement has a name:up  approach to Performance Improvement has a name:

The The 

implementation of implementation of 

““LeanLean”” DisciplinesDisciplines

in a in a KaizenKaizen style style 

means faster and means faster and 

more effective more effective 

jumps towards jumps towards 

higher higher Professional Professional 

MaturityMaturity levels of levels of 

workers and workers and 

employees!!employees!!

LEAN & KAIZEN LEAN & KAIZEN ““makemake”” TEI!!TEI!!

KAIZEN & TEIKAIZEN & TEI
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lean practices & lean practices & 

people involvementpeople involvement

di_spotweld_tei

a marketing problema marketing problem

EXERCISE???EXERCISE???

……..oh, yes!!!..oh, yes!!!

KAIZEN IS KAIZEN IS ““THINKINGTHINKING””
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a practical model for TEIa practical model for TEI
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high involvementhigh involvement……..

high involvementhigh involvement……..
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getting highly involvedgetting highly involved……..

table

involvement: special cases involvement: special cases 

Necessary rolesNecessary roles…….                      .                      
with simple job descriptions (1 with simple job descriptions (1 –– 2 items)2 items)

Retailing personnelRetailing personnel

Service establishments personnelService establishments personnel

Public officialsPublic officials

BottomBottom--ofof--thethe--ladder personnelladder personnel
retailers

more_retailers

serv_pers

more_serv_pers

public attendants

more_attendants

bott_ladder_short

bott_ladder-long
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The IWT triumph!The IWT triumph!

IWT_triumph

cpt_largeworks

from TEI to TEP: a jump into the future

In advanced worldIn advanced world--class enterprises, the class enterprises, the 

TEI approach is no longer sufficientTEI approach is no longer sufficient……....

there, the second Industrial there, the second Industrial 

Revolution has already startedRevolution has already started……....

having highly involved employees and not having highly involved employees and not 

achieving adequate results in terms of achieving adequate results in terms of 

performance is no big deal, is it?performance is no big deal, is it?
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Public Public enemyenemy n. 1:n. 1:

brain lazinessbrain laziness

……and thinkingand thinking

THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONTHE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

PublicPublic enemyenemy n. 1:n. 1:

TOTAL EMPLOYEE TOTAL EMPLOYEE 

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

Beyond TEI
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Value ProducersValue Producers

…let people be responsible..

TEI and beyond - TEP: TOTAL EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

the philosophythe philosophy

abattoir

why worldwhy world--class enterprises class enterprises 

do not suffer from the do not suffer from the 

absenteeism plague? absenteeism plague? 

open debateopen debate
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….shift

from: TGIF

to: TGIM!!to: TGIM!!

TEI and beyond - TEP: TOTAL EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

tep_in_action

a practical model for TEP
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HR MANAGEMENT                        HR MANAGEMENT                        

in a lean environmentin a lean environment

““simple is beautiful!simple is beautiful!””

““small is beautiful!small is beautiful!””
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…….so you would like your people to be: responsible .so you would like your people to be: responsible –– accountable accountable ––

efficient efficient -- dedicated to their work dedicated to their work –– committed to improvementcommitted to improvement…………

THE 3 NECESSARY STEPSTHE 3 NECESSARY STEPS

1) Understand the environmental  1) Understand the environmental  

change and manage itchange and manage it

2) Be prepared to abandon the            2) Be prepared to abandon the            

““formulaformula””

3) Have a clear direction and tell 3) Have a clear direction and tell 

people about itpeople about it……..

4) 4) …….and something more.and something more……....

STEP 4) STEP 4) ((…….the something more.the something more……))

Believe in people and in theirBelieve in people and in their

capacity to grow, evolve and performcapacity to grow, evolve and perform
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the Pygmalion effectthe Pygmalion effect

BELIEVE IN BELIEVE IN 

PEOPLE!PEOPLE!

Mc Mc GregorGregor and the Xand the X--Y theoryY theory

LEAN HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Power Point Presentation by Carlo Scodanibbio

Copyright: © Carlo Scodanibbio 2008/10 – All rights reserved

A simple copyright statement: you are authorised to install this presentation in one computer station only.

You are authorised to print this entire presentation and copy it for exclusive use by employees of your Organisation.

You are not authorised to distribute this presentation - by electronic or other means and supports - outside your Organisation.

http://www.scodanibbio.com

END OF PREVIEW

To download, free, the complete presentation please go to

http://www.scodanibbio.com/site/present.html


